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Marilyn: Her Life In Her Own Words

No one looked like her. No one walked like her. No one talked like her. Sexy, yet vulnerable, and
unexpectedly talented, she was no ordinary screen goddess. Few really knew her. What others
wrote, she called, "Lies! Lies! Lies!" Here, at last, is Marilyn Monroe's account. On June 1, 1962,
Marilyn's 36th birthday, famed photographer and reporter George Barris visited Marilyn on the set of
what would be her final, unfinished, film. They had met eight years earlier, became friends, and
planned to do a picture book and autobiography. Now the time was right. For the next six weeks,
Barris photographed and interviewed the actress. "Don't believe anything you read about me except
this...." she told Barris. And so she began to confide the truth about herself.
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Born Norma Jeane Mortensen on 1 June 1926 c.e. and died 4 August 1962 under conditions still
not well known, the woman called Marilyn Monroe was the most famous individual in the world at
the time of her death. She still well may be. Any attempt to describe her career during her life, and
the subsequent notoriety and attention to her image after her death, quickly becomes like describing
the latest oil tanker, a study of superlatives. What is clear is that she was stunningly beautiful, quite
intelligent, and rather troubled. However, much of the population of the United States is "rather
troubled" and the vast majority do not commit suicide. Neither, believes Barris, did she, and nor do I.
This isn't a book on Marilyn Monroe's tragic death: it's a photo-essay centering on the last months of
Monroe's life, a time when she was certainly in a state of change, but one in which she optimistically
looked to the future. I suspect that is really Barris' motivation in publishing this collection, to

establish that the memory of this woman, who he obviously had a great affinity with and affection
for, should not be stigmatized as a suicide. Although her life was taken from her at far too early an
age, an age at which her best years were clearly ahead and which invites speculation on what she
would have done in the decades to come-indeed,she might still be working, as Lauren Bacall still is
and Tony Randall did up until December 2003-I think MM should be thought of as a success rather
than a tragic victim. These pictures are magnificent,a study in photographing people in general and
women particularly, and technically astounding.
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